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NEW PARTNER TEPEE



The new Partner Tepee is modern and robust, stronger than ever!

The front grille has a more vertical design, with the iconic PEUGEOT Lion at its

centre, and sits above a taut-lined bumper. The Tepee's look is more expressive:

the headlights are smoothly integrated into the vehicle's silhouette, and the LED*

daytime running lights fit snugly into the new reinforced bumper surface. 

The Partner Tepee is thus elegantly integrated into the brand's new styling codes.

*LED: Light-emitting diode-Fitted as standard, cost option 

or unavailable according to version and destination.

ROBUST AND UP 

FOR ANYTHING!



The family-oriented new Partner Tepee's modular design offers remarkable flexibility.

Whether on the road for an everyday trip or a longer weekend break, 

Partner Tepee is up for anything! Its generous internal volume and flexibility adapt

to your needs and to every situation. 

The large rear tailgate has a wide opening angle and can be fitted with an

exclusive opening tailgate window*. It provides easy access to the boot, whose

volume is anywhere between 675 L and 3000 L. 

*Standard, cost option or unavailable according to version and destination

ALWAYS ADAPTABLE 



The new Partner Tepee Outdoor, with its more assertive style, clearly revels

in its adventurous spirit.

With specific suspension and an all-terrain adventurer style, Partner Tepee

Outdoor is ready for any road: it is a pure invitation to leisure and outdoor

activities. 

Thanks to its antiskid system, the Grip control®* function contributes to

improving the Partner Tepee Outdoor motor function. Whether in snow,

mud, sand, standard ESP or ESP off, you select the grip suited to the driving

conditions using the dial on the dashboard for hassle-free driving.

*Cost option or unavailable according to version and destination.

PARTNER TEPEE OUTDOOR:

MADE FOR ACTION  



The new Partner Tepee is equipped with latest generation technology:

REVERSING CAMERA** 

The reversing camera* takes the risk out of manoeuvring and comes on

automatically when the car is put in reverse, enabling the driver to view 

the vehicle's trajectory on the 7’’ touchscreen.  

FRONT AND REAR PARKING SENSORS**

As you park, audio and visual alerts help you detect all obstacles** that come 

into the vehicle's range. The parking sensors can be linked to a reversing camera*

for simpler manoeuvring!

*Standard, cost option or unavailable according to version and destination

**Cost option or unavailable according to version and destination
(1) The MirrorScreen function uses MirrorLink™ technology for Android, RIM and Windows telephones that

are compatible with MirrorLink™ and Carplay®, available from November 2015 (for Apple iPhones 5 and up)

subject to a telephone subscription that includes Internet access. Only Mirrorlink™- or Carplay®-compatible

apps will work (when the vehicle is stopped or moving, as applicable). 

COMFORT AND TECHNOLOGY

On board, the new Partner Tepee, the driver has a wide field of vision for genuine driving

pleasure and a feeling of spaciousness. 

The high-res 7’’ screen* offers a range of possibilities: MirrorScreen technology(1), intuitive

navigation, telephone, voice recognition, Wi-Fi or Bluetooth connection, digital radio*. 



Partner Tepee's Zenith* roof with a stylish and original design offers a full view of the sky through four wide glass panels, and bathes the cab

with natural light, for the greatest pleasure of all occupants. A scented air freshener connected to the air vents on the second row provides

more personalised comfort in the back. 

The Zenith* roof uses the space available under the roof to provide cunning equipment and more storage compartments, thereby increasing

the Tepee's storage space by 94 litres: the central storage console with clear underside above the rear passengers, and the dual-access

compartment accessible from the back seats and the outside once the sliding shutter is open, provide additional comfort to each passenger. 

The Zenith* roof rack increases the Partner Tepee's load capacity by 80 kg. The roof bars have been designed so that they can be positioned

either lengthways or widthways across the roof, to better suit your needs.

*Cost option according to version and destination.

ZENITH ROOF: THE SKY IS ON BOARD! 

Designed with travel and adventure in mind, the flexible and functional new Partner Tepee adapts to its number of passengers and transported objects.

Flexibility is the new Partner Tepee's middle name: the 5-seater model can be fitted with a 60/40 foldable and removable bench seat* or with 

3 independent rear seats**, where each individual seat can be folded or removed for flexibility at its best. 

*As standard or unavailable according to version and destination.

**As standard, cost option or unavailable according to version and destination.

TAKE A SEAT! 



PEUGEOT AND THE ENVIRONMENT CONSUMPTION AND EMISSIONS

PEUGEOT offers an extended range of low-emission vehicles; over half of sales worldwide

are for vehicles emitting less than 140 g of CO2 per km. Such performance is possible

thanks to tried and tested PEUGEOT pioneering technologies: the Diesel engine with

particulate emission filter (FAP, launched in 2000) that reduces 99.99% of particulate

emissions is present on a wide range and equips over 2.1 million vehicles. Thanks to 

its self-cleaning system, it protects the environment by bringing the emission 

of Diesel particulates down to the limit of what is measurable (0.004 g/km). 

The fuel consumption figures in the table above are the values approved according   

to the European regulation applicable to all manufacturers and all private vehicles sold in Europe. These values allow you to compare vehicles 

and make your decision: 

- the urban consumption is obtained over an urban route of approximately 4 kilometres.

- the inter-urban consumption is obtained over an inter-urban route of approximately 7 kilometres.

- the combined consumption is the average of the two routes, approximately 11 kilometres. 

These values are obtained under strict test conditions (temperature, weight, specifications of the roller test bench, etc...) and with a very calm

driving profile. 

Real traffic conditions, atmospheric conditions, the load in the vehicle, the style of driving, the pressure of the tyres, the presence of a roof 

cargo carrier (even if not loaded), the considerable use of air conditioning and/or heating, and the vehicle's condition may, of course, lead 

to consumption which differs from the approved figures. (Find all the Eco Driving advice you need to get the best out of your vehicle 

on www.peugeot.com).

Engine type*

Engine performance Fuel consumption in litres / 100km

Depollution
Max power

(DIN hp@rpm)
Max torque
(Nm@rpm)

Urban Inter-urban Combined CO2 (g/km)

1,6L 16V 90HP Euro 4 90 / 6,000 132 / 2,500 10,8 6,8 8,2 195

1,6L VTi 98HP Euro 5 98 / 6,000 152 / 3,500 9,6 5,7 7,1 164

1,6L VTi 120HP Euro 5 120 / 6,000 160 / 4,250 9,6 6,0 7,3 169

1,6L HDi FAP 75HP Euro 5 75 / 4,000 185 / 1,500 6,2 4,8 5,3 139

1,6L HDi FAP 92HP Euro 5 92 / 4,000 230 / 1,750 6,2 4,8 5,3 139

1.6L HDi 75HP Euro 4 75 / 4,000 185 / 1,500 6,7 5,2 5,7 150

1.6L HDi 90HP Euro 4 90 / 3,600 215 / 1,500 6,7 5,2 5,7 150

1.6 HDi FAP 115HP Euro 5 115 / 3,600 240 / 1,500 6,1 4,9 5,3 139

   *Availability may vary from country to country. 

DIMENSIONS



SMART SAFETY

The new Partner Tepee is equipped with protective equipment

that contributes to the safety of both passengers and driver.

Its main characteristics are as follows:

THE BRAKING SYSTEM

With two ventilated brake discs of 283 mm on the front

wheels and two solid 268 mm discs on the rear wheels,

Partner Tepee ensures high-performance braking in all

circumstances. The Anti-Lock Braking system (ABS) controls

the trajectory and stops wheels from locking during

emergency braking. The Electronic Brakeforce Distribution

(EBD) applies the brakes to individual wheels for increased

efficiency, in particular when cornering. 

On the new Partner Tepee, Emergency Braking Assistance

(EBA) provides additional assistance on sharp braking by

increasing the braking pressure. It also reduces stopping

distance to a minimum. In the event of major deceleration,

the hazard warning lights come on automatically to prevent

risks of rear collision.

The Electronic Stability Control (ESC) continuously compares

information transmitted by the steering wheel sensor and the

yaw sensor to detect any incipient understeer or oversteer.

Working with the ESC, the Anti-Skid Regulation (ASR) prevents

wheel slip in the event of loss of traction.

HILL ASSIST

On slopes over 5%, the Hill Assist function keeps the vehicle

at a standstill for a short moment, be it in forward or reverse

gear, giving the driver the time to switch from the brake to the

accelerator pedal.

GRIP CONTROL®* 

Grip Control®* improves traction thanks to an innovative

traction control system that adapts to all terrain for hassle-

free driving off the beaten track. The driver can choose

between 5 driving modes using the dial on the dashboard:

snow, mud, sand, Standard ESP or ESP OFF.

*Cost option or unavailable according to version and destination.

IMPACT ABSORPTION SYSTEM

In the event of front impact, the passenger compartment 

is protected by three force channels (lower, mid and upper),

which gradually absorb impact energy as is channelled 

from the front to the rear. In the event of side impact, forces

are transmitted through the vehicle's underframe. 

The Partner Tepee is designed to gradually absorb energy 

in the event of rear impact thanks to deformation of the rear

beam and elements of the underbody. In the event of 

a rollover, the survival cell is protected by the vehicle's

excellent body strength. The steering column retracts over 

a distance of 40mm in the event of impact for enhanced

driver protection.

FRONT FOGLIGHTS WITH STATIC 

INTERSECTION LIGHTING*

For increased safety and optimum visibility on the road, 

the front foglight beam follows the inside of a bend according

to the turning angle when vehicle speed is under 40 km/h.

This additional lighting feature is of particular interest in

urban driving, at intersections, on very bendy roads 

and in car park manoeuvres.

*If the vehicle is fitted with the Visibility or Serenity pack, cost option according

to destination (available in November 2015).

CRUISE CONTROL/SPEED LIMITER*

The cruise control maintains a constant speed without the

need for the driver to press the accelerator pedal, while the

speed limiter restricts the vehicle to a programmed speed.

*As standard or cost option according to version Refer to the user manual 

for further information.

PROTECTION AGAINST THEFT

The Partner Tepee has also been designed to limit the risk 

of theft of the vehicle or any belongings it may contain.

Central locking is fitted as standard and is accompanied by

the absence of exterior door handles. A central locking button

is also present on the dashboard.  Central locking is activated

automatically as soon as the vehicle reaches a speed 

of 6 mph (10 km/h). A two-button remote control ensures

complete locking or unlocking of the vehicle and an alarm

system is available as an accessory.

HEAD RESTRAINTS

The seatbacks and head restraints have been designed to

accompany the body’s movements in the event of impact.

*De série ou en option selon les versions et les destinations. 

**En option ou indisponibles selon les versions et les destinations.

AIRBAGS

In addition to driver and passenger front airbags, the Partner

Tepee offers optional side* and curtain airbags**.

*As standard or cost option according to version and destination.

**Cost option or unavailable according to version and destination.

ISOFIX MOUNTINGS

Isofix anchorage points located between the seat cushion

and seatback on both second row side seats allow the

installation of two child seats without the need to secure

them using the seat belts.



COLOURS

METALLIC PAINTS*
(Cost option according to destination)

SOLID COLOURS

Bianca White 

Aluminium

Ardent Red

Hazelnut (1)

Onyx Black (2)

Kyanos Blue  (1)(2)

Shark Grey Cumulus Grey (1)

(1) Unavailable on the Access version

(2)Unavailable on the Outdoor version

Tornado Grey (1)



UPHOLSTERY

HUBCAPS & TRIMS

15" Nateo hubcap (2)

15" Atacama hubcap (1)

16" Grenade hubcap (3)

16" Managua alloy wheel (4)
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(1) Available  on Access and Active models (except Aero and All Terrain packs) according to destination
(2) Available on Active (if Full Look pack), Outdoor and Allure models (if Grip control®, according to destination) 
(3) Available on Access (if All Terrain pack), Outdoor and Allure models, according to destination
(4) Cost option on Active, Outdoor and Allure models, according to destination.


